
2.3.5. What would you change in HERS, if you could?

1 Put more order, have less products and brands, but exposed more 

rationally and clearly

2 Cheaper prices: flat discount for AVs 10% or so

3 Better store layout.

4 More organisation

5 The billing system

6 I rarely go to HERS. I find it expensive and there are a lot of products sold 

there that I don't support. I suggest HERS contribute more to Auroville 

CF.

7 Somehow it does not feel like an Auroville outlet. Totally subjective, ok. 

For kids too many temptations. No checking on Pour tous number 

because there is no computer. The billing situation is a disaster.

8 I like our diversity in approach.

9 I would make it into a full service to Aurovilians, distributing at costs 

price

10 Same as it PTPS (see above)

11 I would like to see it integrated with the whole system

12 the prices are too high.

13 have it more av-centered. less junk (cheap pondy stuff)

14 PRICES, space arrangement may be

15 no

16 A generator to ensure that frozen goods are not spoilt

17 More effort on cleanliness. Less junk food and imported food. Auroville 

products sold with reduced/without shop margin. Recycling place like in 

PTDC, bulk selling without packaging like PTDC and FoodLink.

18 I would have only have one entrance.

19 n.a.

20 spirit, to bring it closer to PTDC if not better

21 An another NewPourTous ???

22 Better management, clear vision and criteria to select the range of 

products.

23 None

24 They need to computerize the shop so that checkout is faster and the 

stock management is more efficient. Many times I have purchased 

products that were expired.

25 Have the shelves dusted regularly so that the hands of people don't get 

dirty while they handle products.



26 I would try to have mostly ethical product, local product, keeping the 

diversity it has but avoiding low quality products

27 I think so is commercial unit and I hope and the people of this aera and 

villager may be need

28 - Hire people who are more effective in their work (the ladies filling the 

shelves are doing absolutely nothing) - Rearrange the place so there is a 

slight logic in their assortment (it's really all over the place) - Get rid over 

products that are expired - Make the place dust-free

29 Too much of everything, would create an online purchase service for 

buckets etc., and would create more space for racks, and introduce 

home delivery for these bulky items.

30 Change the management system into a service with price reduced like in 

Aspiration. Systematicaly hers charge the MRP price whereas they get 

products at a much lower price in wholesale market.

31 Transactions to be computerized. No cash transactions.

32 No, they do a great job

33 more auroville products, organic items, produce from auroville

34 I would make it smaller

35 I remember HERS when it was started as an organic food stall. There was 

a different aspiration. Now it became a supermarket with a lot of costly 

and unnecessary products. Therefore I do not like to go there.

36 reduce the % on items

37 All Natural cleaning products, refilling system.

38 Hygiene, cleaner bigger space

39 I go there only in emergency situation.

40 Get rid off all the unhealthy foods.

41 Would reduce product range to make it more focused. Remove low 

quality products. Sort and place things more logically.

42 That is arranged better.

43 no

44 the atmosphere

45 Display and arrangements

46 The cleanliness could be really improved How the food is kept in the 

fridge, look often old and refrozen

47 Would like to trust that contributions to AV are in line with what can be 

expected.

48 Bigger space is needed



49 Product cost as per the market

50 to become a service like PTDC, with a linked commercial part for the 

additional goods. more consciousness for waste producing products not 

having 20 different olive oils or any other product doesn't need to be 

there in so many variations

51 better display and shelves

52 price

53 Extended timings (up to 8 PM) would be nice.

54 None

55 The counter, and the position of the client on that bench at the counter. 

The esthetics of the place could be improved.

56 Have more friendly helpful staff. Confusing to find things. Messy lay out. 

Limit the toiletries to good quality not just cheap

57 freshness of products like curd/milk etc is not there

58 I would enforce the 'no cash' policy, which they don't take seriously 

enough. I would introduce a recycling station, kept with high level of 

cleanliness. I would change their pricing tactics to support more the 

maintenance system, less the profit motive.

59 No, live and let live.

60 I'd like HERS to stop expanding and reorganising so fast. Sometimes it's 

very difficult to find things because the location of an item can shift from 

week to week.

61 make it cleaner

62 Profit should go to AV. The whole building should be for business, no 

private house on top

63 Would increase the hygienic standards. The quality of some groups of 

items needs to be looked after (like cheese, for example). Would reduce 

the unnesessary huge range of cosmetic items, souvenirs, crafts etc.etc., 

even pickles, would focus on fresh food mostly.

64 billing could be faster


